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Abstract: Improvements in internal combustion engine efficiency can be achieved with proper thermal
management. In this work, a simulation tool for the preliminary analysis of the engine cooling
control is developed and a model-based controller, which enforces the coolant flow rate by means
of an electrically driven pump is presented. The controller optimizes the coolant flow rate under
each engine operating condition to guarantee that the engine temperatures and the coolant boiling
levels are kept inside prescribed constraints, which guarantees efficient and safe engine operation.
The methodology is validated at the experimental test rig. Several control strategies are analyzed
during a standard homologation cycle and a comparison of the proposed methodology and the
adoption of the standard belt-driven pump is provided. The results show that, according to the
control strategy requirements, a fuel consumption reduction of up to about 8% with respect to the
traditional cooling system can be achieved over a whole driving cycle. This proves that the proposed
methodology is a useful tool for appropriately cooling the engine under the whole range of possible
operating conditions.

Keywords: spark-ignition engine; fuel economy; model predictive control; electric pump; engine
thermal management

1. Introduction

Steadily increasing challenges for climate change are leading to the development of new
technologies for sustainable mobility, which include powertrain electrification like hybrids, plug-in
hybrids, and fully electric vehicles. These solutions provide a very interesting opportunity in terms of
fuel-saving and air quality, especially in very congested areas; however, they have the drawback of
being expensive and some environmental issues seen from a life-cycle assessment (LCA) point of view
are still unresolved [1]. In this context, internal combustion engines, and in particular spark ignition
(SI) engines, still offer significant developmental margins to meet future requirements, both in terms of
CO2 emissions reduction within the limits prescribed by the regulatory agencies [2,3] and in terms of
engine performance and will presumably be widespread in the automotive industry for the next few
decades [4].

Several technical solutions have been developed to optimize SI engines in terms of fuel
consumption, performance, and emissions. Gasoline engines “downsizing” and supercharging
boosting [5], innovative intake strategies [6–8], cooled external exhaust gas recirculation [9], and
innovative after-treatment technologies [10,11] have been shown to improve the efficiency of
spark-ignited gasoline engines. A further contribution to fuel consumption reduction is given
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by the adoption of an optimized engine thermal management [12,13]. In fact, with optimized thermal
management, a contribution of about 3% over the total CO2 decrease was estimated [5] and, if compared
to different technological options, it is the most cost-effective by accounting for about 200 Euro/(km/L
saved) [14].

The primary requirement of optimized thermal management is the reduction of the warm-up
time, which, by speeding-up lubricant heating, reduces frictional losses [13–15] and improves engine
efficiency as a direct consequence. Lower coolant flow rates than the ones delivered by the traditional
engine cooling system are, therefore, needed in this case. On the contrary, higher coolant flow rates
than the ones commonly used under low-speed, high-load conditions, can be effective in mitigating
knock and, therefore, diminishing the use of more fuel-consuming strategies like spark retard and
mixture enrichment [16]. Unfortunately, the regulation capabilities of a standard engine cooling system
are restricted by the adoption of a crank-shaft driven pump and a wax thermostat valve. These devices
cause engine overcooling for about 95% of its operating time [17], during which the single-phase
forced convection takes place. The possibility of optimizing the cooling system relies, therefore, on the
removal of the standard crankshaft-driven pump and the inclusion of electrically driven pumps and of
advanced electronic actuators, associated with proper control strategies. Solutions, which include an
electrically driven pump, whose control is based on empirical methods can be found in [18,19], where
improvement in specific fuel consumption of up to 2% is achieved. The adoption of electrically driven
pumps and actuators presents a further advantage: the possibility of moving towards nucleate boiling
flow regimes and to achieve a precision cooling strategy, which can provide a reduction in warm-up
time of about 18% and a remarkable reduction of the power supplied to the coolant pump (up to 1.85
kW) [20]. To this aim, more sophisticated control approaches than the empirical ones are needed for
keeping the boiling regime under control.

A control method, which has gained attention in recent years, is model predictive control (MPC),
which permits the control of multi-input multi-output (MIMO) systems with constraints in an optimized
way [21] and has found wide application in many slow-dynamic areas of engine control [22,23]. MPC
was primarily implemented on compression-ignition (CI) engines [24–26] and recent attempts on
spark-ignited (SI) engines [27–29] have also been proposed. The working principle of the MPC is based
on the definition of a quadratic cost function, which integrates the deviation of an engine parameter
from its desired values over a period of time, which is the prediction horizon; the cost function is
minimized by manipulating the actuator set-points; in such a way, the optimal control actions are
determined. In particular, the MPC algorithm requires the use of an engine model, which determines
the current state of the engine from the sensors signals; the model is linearized about the current states
and is then used to determine new actuator set-points that meet the cost function requirements within
prescribed constraints. Linearization is carried out off-line for a variety of operating points and the
results of the optimization problem are stored in the onboard controller.

A systematic control approach for the optimal thermal management of the coolant flow rate in
an SI engine, based on MPC, was proposed by Pizzonia et al. [30]. The controller is based on the
development of an engine thermal model, which predicts the heat transfer regime occurring between
the engine walls and the coolant for a given engine operating condition. The model also predicts
the occurrence of nucleate boiling and defines an index, namely the NB_Index, which operates as
a virtual sensor for the detection of the boiling intensity. The control actuator is an electric pump,
which gives the possibility of operating with reduced coolant flow rates when compared to the ones
delivered by the belt-driven pump. The controller can also operate higher coolant flow rates under
low-speed, high-load conditions and can keep the pump running after engine switch-off to avoid
after-boiling [31–33].

In this work, a simulation tool for the proposed controller is developed with the aim to preliminarily
evaluate different control strategies and give an estimation of the controller’s effectiveness in terms
of constraint requirements and engine efficiency. The proposed engine simulator is validated at the
experimental test rig during a standard homologation cycle. Then, a variety of controllers are proposed
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and the benefits in terms of fuel consumption reduction, when compared to the crankshaft-driven
pump, are quantified.

The model developed for the controller design and the controller working principle are summarized
in Section 2. A simulation algorithm, which predicts the controller behavior, is validated in Section 3.
Different control strategies are developed and simulated during a New European Driving Cycle
(NEDC) homologation cycle and the results in terms of fuel consumption reduction and CO2 emissions
are presented in Section 4. Several engine operating conditions different from the NEDC cycle are
analyzed in Section 5. Finally, the achieved results are discussed in Section 6.

2. Materials and Methods

The proposed approach is based on the development of a controller, which is able to optimize the
coolant flow rate in the presence of nucleate boiling. For this purpose, a lumped-parameters model
for the thermal exchange between the coolant and the engine walls is developed. The model predicts
the occurrence of nucleate boiling by defining a metric for nucleate boiling detection. An extensive
description of the model and controller is included in [30,34]; however, both the model and the
controller are briefly described in the following subsections for the sake of clarity.

In the present work, the operating scheme of the controller is implemented numerically, with the
aim to preliminarily simulate its behavior under various engine operating conditions, to predict the
effects of the control strategy on fuel consumption and eventually to improve the controller design.
The controller is also implemented at the experimental test rig and is tested under real engine operation.

2.1. Engine Thermal Model

A zero-dimensional approach is adopted for modeling the heat transfer between the engine
walls and the coolant; the model dynamically predicts the occurrence of nucleate boiling [34].
The spatial-averaged wall and coolant temperatures,

.
TW and

.
TC are obtained from the following

energy conservation equations:
.
TW

.
CW =

.
Qg −

.
QC, (1)

.
TC

.
CC =

.
QC −

.
Qr, (2)

CW and CC are the engine and coolant thermal capacities.
.

Qg,
.

QC, and
.

Qr are the heat transfer
rates from the combustion gases to the metal, from the metal to the coolant, and from the coolant to the
radiator (Figure 1).
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The coefficients c, n, n1 and n2 were calibrated at the experimental test rig.
The heat-transfer rate to the coolant is determined by the following correlation:

.
QC = hmacA(TW − T∞) + hmicAnb(TW − Tsat) (4)

which takes into account forced convection and nucleate boiling. The heat transfer coefficient, hmac,
due to forced convection is modeled through the well-known Dittus–Boelter correlation [36], while
for hmic, due to nucleate boiling, the Chen approach is used [37]. In Equation (4), TW is the metal
temperature, T∞ is the bulk flow temperature, Tsat is the coolant saturation temperature at the given
pressure, A is the total heat transfer area and Anb is the percentage of the wall area affected by the
nucleate boiling. The latter is calculated as:Anb =

(qW − qONB)
qW

·A qW > qONB

Anb = 0 qW < qONB

, (5)

where qw is the actual thermal flux through the engine walls and qONB is the threshold thermal flux,
which determines the nucleate boiling onset [34].

The heat transfer rate from the coolant to the atmosphere through the radiator is computed as:

.
Qr =

.
mccp(TC,out − TC,in) (6)

where TC,out and TC,in are the coolant temperatures at the radiator inlet (engine-outlet) and radiator
outlet (engine-inlet), respectively, and cp is the coolant specific heat.

Finally, an index, which indicates if boiling occurs, is defined:

NB_Index =
qW − qONB

qONB
. (7)

Hence, if NB_Index ≤ 0 no boiling occurs; if NB_Index ~ 0 nucleate boiling occurs; for NB_Index
~ 1 saturated boiling conditions are reached. Details on the modeling equations for nucleate boiling are
included in [34].

2.2. Controller Design

The coolant flow rate is the variable selected for the optimization of the engine thermal management.
Other quantities, which define the engine operating point, such as the engine speed and load, are
determined by the drivers’ needs; therefore, they cannot be known a priori and, from the control point
of view, are considered as disturbances. However, these quantities are measured onboard and are
useful for the proper functioning of the controller.

Figure 2 shows the working scheme of the controller in real-time operation at the experimental test
rig. Measurements of coolant temperature at the engine outlet, of fuel flow rate and engine speed are
usually available on modern engines; in addition, the proposed controller requires the measurement of
coolant pressure for the detection of nucleate boiling. At each time step, the signals from transducers
are sent to the data acquisition system (DAQ) and to the computing facility, where the controller
is implemented. The model is used to calculate the wall and coolant temperatures, which, in turn,
are used as controller inputs for the calculation of the correction to be applied to the actual coolant
flow rate. This correction is then converted into a proper voltage, and hence into a proper rotational
speed for the electrically driven pump, which delivers the corrected coolant flow rate to the engine.
The working principle onboard a vehicle in real-time is very similar as the computing facility and the
DAQ are substituted by the electronic control unit (ECU).
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Figure 3 enters in more detail regarding the interaction between the model and the controller.
The signals, out from engine transducers, are sent to the model, which computes the wall and coolant
temperatures (TW, TC) for that particular engine operating point (Equations (1) and (2)).
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These values are used by the controller to select a control region in the plane (TW, TC), which
defines the state of the system. The controller, in fact, enters the state space with a couple of values
(TW, TC) (Point A in Figure 3) and selects the control region, which is approximated by an ellipsoid,
where the point enters. Each ellipsoid is characterized by an equilibrium coolant flow rate,

.
mc,eq, an

equilibrium coolant temperature, TC,eq, an equilibrium wall temperature, TW,eq and two-state feedback
control gains, K1 and K2. These characteristic values are collected and read from a look-up table and
the correction to the equilibrium coolant flow rate is calculated as:

∆
.

mc = K1(TW − TW,eq) + K2(TC − TC,eq) (8)

The number of control regions (ellipsoids) is determined in order to cover all the possible states
of the systems and, hence, the entire range of engine operating conditions and to make sure that the
behavior of the linearized model does not differ significantly from the non-linear one. The values of
K1, K2, and the definition of the equilibrium values, which determine the coolant flow rate correction,
are the result of an optimization problem, which is carried out off-line, during the controller design
stage. The optimization problem includes the model linearization for an engine operating point, the
definition of the constraints on input and output variables and the minimization of a cost function. In
particular, constraints are defined for the disturbances and the output variables; for the disturbances,
the constraints define the minimum and maximum expected values for engine load and speed; for
the output variables, the constraints define the maximum and minimum allowed values of wall
temperature, coolant temperature, and boiling level, which guarantee for instance engine reliability.
Then, a cost function, which integrates the deviation of the engine parameters from the desired values
is defined and the linear objective minimization problem is formulated. The solution returns the
state-feedback controller gains, K1 and K2 and the controller stability region, whose shape, in the state
space, is that of an ellipsoid. In conclusion, the controller acts with the aim to vary the coolant flow rate
to guarantee that, as long as the disturbances are contained within prescribed constraints, the engine
temperatures are kept inside the stability region of the controller, rejecting the disturbances variations
and satisfying, therefore, the constraints on the output variables TW and TC and on the NB_Index.

The simulation tool developed in the present work operates following the scheme in Figure 3. In
this case, the input data, instead of being read from the transducers, are read from an input file, which
includes the fuel flow rate,

.
mf, engine speed, N, coolant pressure, pin and coolant temperature, TC,in;

these data are usually obtained from real engine operating conditions. The coolant flow rate,
.

mc, is
computed by the controller and is given as an input to the engine thermal model.

3. Experimental Validation

The controller is validated at the experimental test rig. Tests are carried out on a spark-ignition
engine, whose displacement is 1.2 dm3; it delivers a maximum power of 60 kW between 5000 and
6000 rpm. The test bench is equipped with an eddy current engine torque dynamometer, which
controls engine speed and allows load variation by setting either torque or throttle position. The fuel
consumption is measured through an AVL 733S metering system; coolant pressure and temperatures
at engine inlet and exit are measured by means of pressure transducers and temperature sensors
(PT100-type), respectively. Figure 4 shows the experimental test rig.
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The cooling circuit layout includes an electrically driven pump manufactured by OMP, which
delivers a maximum coolant flow rate of 240 dm3/min at 5000 rpm, maximum power of 1000 W, and
overall efficiency of 67%. The coolant flow rate is measured by means of an electromagnetic flowmeter
(Proline Promag E 100). Finally, K-type thermocouples are positioned in the cylinder head and block
(Figure 5). The radiator and pressurized expansion tank are the production ones.
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Figure 5. Thermocouple positions in engine head and block.

The NEDC is replicated at the stationary test bench. To this aim, the torque-speed couples of
values adopted during the NEDC tests at the rolling bench have been adapted for the stationary test
rig tests and have been changed into throttle opening-engine speed series of data, applied to the dyno.
The fuel flow rate (in arbitrary units for the privacy policy of the engine constructor) and the engine
speed from rolling test bed and stationary test rig are shown in Figure 6, where a high level of similarity
between both cases is well visible.
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Figure 7 shows a comparison between the average wall temperature calculated by the model and
the thermocouple measurement in a specific engine head location when the controller is operating.
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between numerical simulations and experimental tests (the temperature at position 11C of Figure 5).

The agreement is satisfactory; the differences can be explained by considering that simulations
are carried out by using engine speed, fuel flow rate, and coolant temperature values given by the
constructor as measured at the rolling bed. On the contrary, in the current experiments, the engine
speed, fuel flow rate, coolant pressure, and temperature values are those actually measured during the
lab tests (Figure 6, top).

Figure 8 displays the NB_Index for both simulated and experimental controller. The results are
satisfactory and simulations are in accordance with the experimental data.
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Details on the controller parameters adopted for validation purposes will be described in the next
section, where the results of numerical simulations carried out with three different controllers will
be presented.

4. Results

The controller is designed to operate at the lowest coolant flow rate as long as the wall temperature
is lower than 100 ◦C. In such conditions, the energy required by the pump is the lowest possible;
at the same time, the engine temperature is in the range of metal reliability and the coolant is safe
from boiling. After the engine wall reaches the threshold value of 100 ◦C, the controller adjusts the
coolant flow rate determined by the ellipsoid crossed by the trajectory. In the present work, three
different control strategies are developed: in the first case, a low nucleate boiling level of the coolant
is allowed; in the second case, the allowed boiling level is the same as the one obtained when the
standard belt-driven pump operates; finally, a slightly higher boiling level is admitted. The tests are
carried out for the New European Driving Cycle (NEDC), for which experimental data of fuel flow
rate and engine speed for the current engine are supplied by the manufacturer (Figure 6).

4.1. Controller with Low Boiling Levels

The control region and the evolution of the state of the system during the NEDC are plotted in
Figure 9.
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The initial wall and coolant temperature are the ambient values corresponding to 20 ◦C. In the
dashed area, where the wall temperature is lower than 100 ◦C, the coolant flow rate is the lowest
(~180 dm3/h) and the wall and coolant temperature vary according to the fuel flow rate enforced
during the low part of the NEDC. When the wall temperature rises to reach 100 ◦C, the trajectory
crosses the ellipsoid and the coolant flow rate is modified to satisfy the controller constraints for the
selected ellipsoid.
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The constraints for Ellipsoid No.1 are summarized in Table 1. The constraints on fuel flow rate
and engine speed are given by the NEDC; the maximum fuel flow rate,

.
mf, is about 9 kg/h and the

engine speed can vary in the range 500–4000 rpm. The maximum coolant flow rate,
.

mc, is determined
by the pump, which delivers about 6000 dm3/h. Finally, the constraints on the output variables are
defined by the constructor. If a moderate boiling level is required (NB_Indexmax = 0.3), with an average
pressure of 1.4 bar, a maximum average coolant temperature of TC of 110 ◦C and a maximum average
wall temperature TW of 160 ◦C can be achieved.

Table 1. Constraints on input and output variables for Ellipsoid No.1.

Input/Output Variable Equilibrium Min/Max
.

mf (kg/h) 3.5 0–9
Eng. Speed (rpm) 2750 500–4000

.
mC (dm3/h) 1800 176–6000

TW (◦C) 122.5 85–160
TC (◦C) 83 56–110

NB_Index (-) −0.1 −0.5–0.3

The resulting coolant flow rate during the NEDC is displayed in Figure 10a. It can be observed
that, as long as the wall temperature is lower than 100 ◦C (Figure 10c), the pump delivers the lowest
coolant flow rate and no boiling occurs (Figure 10b) owing to the low metal and coolant temperatures
achieved in this operating range (Figure 10c). When the threshold wall temperature is exceeded,
the state of the system crosses Ellipsoid No.1 (Figure 9) and the coolant flow rate varies in order to
satisfy the controller constraints whilst the fuel flow rate and engine speed vary according to Figure 6.
Figure 10c,d shows that both the wall and coolant temperatures are kept within the prescribed ranges.
At the same time, the NB_Index is lower than the maximum allowed value (Figure 10b).
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4.2. Controller with Moderate Boiling Levels

If moderate boiling levels are allowed, like the ones that occur when the standard belt-driven
pump is adopted (NB_Index ~ 0.5/0.6), a new controller can be adopted. In this case, a new control
region with a higher NB_Index is obtained with lower coolant flow rates, which increase the wall
and coolant temperatures and move the equilibrium point towards higher values (Ellipsoid No.2).
The control region is, however, smaller than the previous one (Ellipsoid No.1), owing to the constraints
on the maximum wall and coolant temperatures, which are substantially unchanged when compared
to the previous case. As Ellipsoid No.2 is not large enough to cover the gap with the dashed area, a
transition region (Ellipsoid No.1) is, however, needed and the controller is made up of two ellipsoids,
as displayed in Figure 11. When the system state (TW, TC) is in the region, which belongs to both
ellipsoids, Ellipsoid No.2 is used.
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The equilibrium values and the constraints for the moderate boiling controller are summarized in
Table 2. The results in terms of coolant flow rate, wall and coolant temperature, and NB_Index are
displayed in Figure 12. As long as the state of the system lies in Ellipsoid No.1, no differences occur
with respect to the previous case. Owing to the fuel flow rate increase, at time 822 s, the state of the
system crosses Ellipsoid No.2; as this controller allows higher boiling levels than Ellipsoid No.1, the
coolant flow rate decreases, while the wall and coolant temperatures and the NB_Index rise. The state
of the system remains in this controller region for about 60 s before returning to Ellipsoid No.1, owing
to the reduced fuel flow rate. In this region, the coolant flow rate tends to increase and to lower the
temperatures; however, as the fuel flow rate is reduced, no significant variations in coolant flow rate
occur. In the final part of the NEDC cycle, where the fuel flow rate increases significantly, the state of
the system crosses Ellipsoid No.2 again and the coolant flow rate increases considerably; the wall and
coolant temperatures and the boiling levels are kept within the prescribed limits. The effectiveness of
the controller is demonstrated for the whole NEDC cycle, where the constraints on the variables are
satisfied, as displayed by the dashed areas in Figure 12b–d.

Table 2. Constraints on input and output variables for Ellipsoid No.1 and Ellipsoid No.2.

Ellipsoid No.1 Ellipsoid No.2

Input/Output Variable Equilibrium Min/Max Equilibrium Min/Max
.

mf (kg/h) 3.5 0–9 3.5 0–9
Eng. Speed (rpm) 2750 500–4000 2750 500–4000

.
mC (dm3/h) 1800 176–6000 1200 176–6000

TW (◦C) 122.5 85–160 138 110–160
TC (◦C) 83 56–110 84.4 70–110

NB_Index (-) −0.1 −0.5–0.3 0.1 −0.2–0.6
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boiling levels.

4.3. Controller with High Boiling Levels

If higher boiling levels are accepted, Ellipsoid No.2 can be further modified and a new equilibrium
point with a higher NB_Index can be designed (Table 3).

Table 3. Constraints on input and output variables for Ellipsoid No.1 and Ellipsoid No.2.

Ellipsoid No.1 Ellipsoid No.2

Input/Output Variable Equilibrium Min/Max Equilibrium Min/Max
.

mf (kg/h) 3.5 0–9 3.5 0–9
Eng. Speed (rpm) 2750 500–4000 2750 500–4000

.
mC (dm3/h) 1800 176–6000 915 176–6000

TW (◦C) 122.5 85–160 135.5 110–160
TC (◦C) 83 56–110 85.0 70–110

NB_Index (-) −0.1 −0.5–0.3 0.2 0–0.8

The maximum boiling level considered in the present case is about 0.8; the new controller is
displayed in Figure 13 and the corresponding coolant flow rate, wall and coolant temperatures, and
NB_Index are shown in Figure 14. As the state of the system crosses Ellipsoid No.2, the coolant flow
rate is reduced as higher temperatures are allowed; at the same time the NB_Index increases and, at
the highest fuel flow rate, it reaches, without exceeding, the maximum allowed value.
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4.4. Comparison with the Belt Driven Pump

A comparison of the adoption of the standard belt-driven pump and the electrically driven pump
with the developed controllers is presented in this section. In the following figures, the controllers
with low, medium and high boiling levels will be denoted as Controller A, B, and C, respectively.

Figure 15 displays a comparison between the coolant flow rate as obtained with the
crankshaft-driven pump (top) and with the controllers (bottom). In the urban part of the cycle
(time ~ 770 s), the standard belt-driven pump delivers a considerably higher coolant flow rate
(800 ÷ 2000 dm3/h) than the controller (176 ÷ 1000 dm3/h), while no difference occurs among the
various controllers. In fact, Ellipsoid No.1, which acts in this part of the cycle, is the same for the
three controllers. In the extra-urban part of the NEDC, the coolant flow rate increases for all cases.
The highest coolant flow rate, even higher than the belt-driven pump, is delivered by Controller A,
which allows low boiling levels, while Controller C, which allows a higher degree of boiling, reduces
considerably the coolant flow rates in this part of the cycle.
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Figure 15. Coolant flow rate delivered by the standard belt-driven pump (top) and by the various
controllers during the NEDC (bottom).

The boiling levels are plotted in Figure 16 for all the cases. The figure shows that, in the urban
part of the NEDC (time ~ 770s), the mechanical pump overcools the engine; the lower coolant flow
rate delivered by the controller enhances NB_Index, which is, however, negative and the coolant is
safe from boiling. In the extra-urban part of the cycle, the boiling level starts to increase and, with the
adoption of the mechanical pump, the maximum level of boiling is NB_Index ~ 0.5. Controller A limits
the NB_Index at 0.3, Controller B allows the same boiling level as the belt-driven pump and Controller
C slightly enhances this limit.
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Figure 16. NB_Index for the various cooling strategies.

The boiling levels, however, preserve the engine metal, whose average temperature during the
NEDC cycle is plotted in Figure 17. The figure shows that, despite the adoption of lower coolant flow
rates, in the hottest part of the cycle the temperatures are well within the reliability limits. The analysis
is carried out over the average wall temperature; it is, however, worth pointing out that, from the
experimental data, the difference between the average metal temperature and the hottest thermocouple
is about 40 ◦C, as displayed in Figure 18, and is still in the metal reliability range.
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A final comparison regards the fuel economy related to the adoption of the controller. The results
are summarized in Figure 19. The amount of fuel consumed to actuate the belt-driven pump is about
9.3% of the fuel consumed over the entire NEDC cycle. The largest amount is consumed during the
four urban driving cycles (7.8%) and the remaining 1.5% is consumed during the extra-urban driving
cycle. When the controller is adopted, the fuel consumption due to the actuation of the electrically
driven pump is considerably lowered. If the controller with low boiling levels is adopted (Controller
A), the total fuel consumption for pump actuation is reduced from 9.3% to 2.1%, with a fuel-saving of
about 7.2%. In this case, only a very small amount of fuel is consumed during the urban part of the
cycle (~0.42%), owing to the low coolant flow rate adopted; the remaining 1.7% is consumed during
the extra-urban cycle, where the coolant flow rate rises. For the case of the controller, which allows the
same boiling level as the mechanical pump, namely Controller B, the total fuel consumption for pump
actuation is reduced to 1.2%, i.e., 8.1% less than the standard belt-driven pump. The fuel consumed
during the urban cycle is the same as Controller A (~0.42%), where the coolant flow rate is the minimum,
while a significant reduction occurs in the extra-urban cycle, where a fuel consumption of about 0.8%
is achieved. Finally, when the controller with the highest boiling level is adopted (Controller C), the
fuel consumption for pump actuation is the lowest; in this case, the fuel consumption is reduced at
1.1% of the total fuel consumed in the NEDC. The fuel consumed during the UDC is about 0.4%, which
is the same as the previous cases, while it reduces to 0.7% in the EUDC, where the coolant flow rate is
the lowest when compared to the other cases.
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The results in terms of fuel economy are reported in Table 4. From the above considerations,
Controller B is the most effective, as it allows the achievement of the same boiling level as the belt-driven
pump, with a significant fuel economy. This controller will be, therefore, taken into consideration for
evaluating its performance for the engine operating under different conditions from the NEDC cycle.

Table 4. Fuel consumption for pump actuation during the NEDC.

Fuel Consumption (Total over the NEDC = 513 g)

NEDC 4 UDC 1 EUDC

Belt-driven pump 47.9 g (9.3%) 40.1 g (7.8%) 7.8 g (1.5%)
Controller A 10.7 g (2.1%) 2.1 g (0.4%) 8.5 g (1.7%)
Controller B 6.3 g (1.2%) 2.1 g (0.4%) 4.2 g (0.8%)
Controller C 5.4 g (1.1%) 2.1 g (0.4%) 3.3 g (0.7%)

5. Other Test Cases

The selected controller (Controller B) is tested under various operating conditions, which differ
from the NEDC cycle, in order to assess its robustness during real engine operations. The operating
conditions include the cold start (wall and coolant temperatures starting from 0 ◦C and from −20 ◦C), a
prolonged high load operation with a maximum fuel flow rate of 9.0 kg/h and a prolonged high load
operation with a maximum fuel flow rate of 18.0 kg/h.

5.1. NEDC with TC0 = 0 ◦C and TW0 = 0 ◦C

The controller is applied to the engine, which performs the NEDC in a typical winter environment
where the starting temperatures are about 0 ◦C. The controller output is plotted in Figure 20, which
shows that, even though the wall and coolant temperatures start from 0 ◦C, the trajectory falls inside the
control regions, and no further ellipsoids, for covering different engine operating points, are needed.

The desired specifications of the controller are satisfied also in this case, as displayed in Figure 21.
In particular, the main difference with the previous case, where an ambient temperature of 20 ◦C was
considered (Section 4.2), occurs for the wall temperature and for the NB_Index in the early 160 s of the
cycle; after that time interval, the two cases practically overlap.
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The case where the engine performs one urban driving cycle, one extra-urban cycle and is then
kept at high load operation (constant fuel flow rate and engine speed) for about 60 s, is simulated
(Figure 22). The maximum fuel flow rate during the extra-urban cycle is about 9 kg/h; this value is the
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Figure 23 shows that, also for this case, the trajectory falls inside the control regions owing to the
fact that the constraints on the input variables, mainly the one on fuel flow rate, are satisfied.
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The results in terms of coolant flow rate, wall temperature, and NB_Index are displayed in
Figure 24, where a comparison with the crankshaft-driven pump is also included. As expected, the
controller allows the adoption of lower coolant flow rates than the mechanically driven pump; however,
during the high load operation, the coolant flow rate is blocked at a value of 3300 dm3/h (at 3700 rpm)
for the belt-driven pump, while it increases at 3800 dm3/h for the controlled pump. Despite the wall
temperature levels being almost the same, the NB_Index exceeds the upper limit of 0.6 in the case of
the belt-driven pump, while it remains in the prescribed limits with the controller (NB_Index = 0.55).
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5.3. One Urban Driving Cycle and One Extra-Urban Driving Cycle with Prolonged High Load operation at
.

m f = 18 kg/h

The last simulated case is similar to the previous one, except for the high load operation. In this
case, in fact, the fuel flow rate is fixed at about 18 kg/h, far beyond the engine operating range and
the controller design constraints; this case is presented only for an illustrative purpose and is not a
realistic case.

As Figure 25 shows, at high load operation the trajectory exceeds the ellipsoids borders, indicating
therefore that, as the constraints on the input variables are not satisfied, the controller is not able to
guarantee that the coolant flow rate is adequately corrected. In fact, Figure 26 shows that, during
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the high load operation, the controller enforces the highest possible coolant flow rate allowed by the
actuator (~7000 dm3/h); this value is higher by the one fixed by the belt-driven pump, which at 3700
rpm delivers a coolant flow rate of about 3300 dm3/h. The metal temperatures are similar for both
cases, while a relevant difference occurs in the NB_Index. With the belt-driven pump, a severe boiling
occurs (NB_Index ~ 1.8); the controller contributes to reducing considerably this value to about 0.7,
which, however, slightly overcomes the maximum allowed value (NB_Index = 0.6).
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6. Discussion

The novel approach was validated at the experimental test rig during a standard driving
homologation cycle and its effectiveness was demonstrated. Several control strategies were simulated,
with three different allowable boiling levels. In particular, a controller, which allows a lower boiling
level (NB_Indexmax = 0.3) than the one reached with the belt-driven pump under the same engine
operating conditions (NB_Indexmax = 0.6) was first analyzed. Then, a second controller, which permits
the same boiling level as the one achieved with the belt-driven pump (NB_Indexmax = 0.6) was
simulated. Finally, a controller which tolerates a maximum boiling level of about NB_Indexmax = 0.8
was tested.

The findings can be summarized as follows:

• Increasing the allowed boiling level determines lower coolant flow rates; the metal temperatures
are always kept inside the defined reliability limits.
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• A reduced coolant flow rate under part-load conditions generally reduces fuel consumption.
The 1.2 dm3 engine considered burns about 500 g during the NEDC and about 9.3% of this fuel is
spent for the mechanical pump, while the fuel consumption for the electric pump, in the case of
the low boiling level controller (NB_Indexmax = 0.3), is about 2%; the fuel-saving is therefore in
the order of 7%. The benefit increases for the case of the high boiling level controller, when about
1.1% of the fuel is used by the electric pump and a fuel-saving of about 8% is achieved.

• The benefits of the proposed approach also occur under prolonged high-load, moderate-engine
speed conditions in terms of engine reliability. In these conditions, in fact, the controlled electric
pump delivers considerably higher coolant flow rates than the standard belt-driven pump and
keeps the boiling levels within the safety limits (NB_Index = 0.7, in contrast with NB_Index > 1
for the case of the belt-driven pump).

7. Conclusions

In this work, a tool for designing a controller for the optimal thermal management of a
spark-ignition engine was presented. The proposed approach aims at improving the engine efficiency
for all those cases where the traditional belt-driven pump determines engine overcooling and at
improving the engine reliability, with higher coolant flow rates than the traditional system, for all
those cases where overheating could occur. This goal was achieved with the adoption of an electrically
driven pump, instead of the standard crank-shaft driven one, which is driven by a specific controller.
The controller makes use of a lumped-parameters model of the thermal exchange within the engine
and of a metrics of the nucleate-boiling level, the NB_Index.

The results presented demonstrate that a controller is a useful tool for appropriately cooling the
engine under the whole field of possible operating conditions. This facilitates an increase in engine
efficiency without substantial modifications to the engine cooling system layout: just the substitution
of the belt-driven pump with an electrically driven one is required.

The possibility of further efficiency improvements will be investigated as a future development
by applying the proposed methodology to knock mitigation.
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